
6 OAK— Skye B - You linked your learning to
something you learnt last week and did some
additional work at home!

Inspire - I will connect my learning to
something else I know. 

R Apple - Joe W - You were able to link your
learning of Diwali to other celebrations that you
enjoy. Well done!

R Pear - Nancy S - You were challenging yourself to
use your phonics to write words during choosing
time. Well done!

1 LAVENDER— All of Lavender - You connected your
castle knowledge whilst discussing Skipton Castle
on our visit.

1 ROSE— Reggie R - You used our learning about
castles to create some fantastic models in
provision

2 WILLOW — Louie L - You have been applying your
phonics codes to your writing. Well done!

2 HAZEL— Eliza T - You have been connecting your
learning to what you already know about the Great
Fire of London. Well done!

3 SPRUCE - Evie R - You are always connecting our
previous learning to what we are currently learning
and what you have learned at home!

3 YEW—  Lochlan W - You have been able to
connect what you have previously learnt about our
class story to ask questions and further develop
your understanding. Well done!

4 ASH— Colby M - You have connected your
knowledge of features of an adventure story and
applied them when creating your own exciting
story! Well done!

4 BEECH — Summer W - You have used what you
have previously learnt about stories to help you
write a different story this week.

5 CHESTNUT — Tommy D - You have a brilliant
week in class and have been connecting your
learning to things you know, so proud of you! Well
done!

5 ELM — Lucas E - You have done another beautiful
piece of writing this week which you linked to a
Greek myth you studied in year 3. I am very
impressed - keep up the great work!

6 CEDAR— Michael B - You are always making links
across your learning and sharing your general
knowledge.
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Year 6 had a visit from Leeds United Football Foundation

who spoke about the Rainbow Laces campaign. The
students learnt all about how to be a good ally to the
LBGTQIA+ community and designed their own football
boots to help showcase this cause. Pop in to the year 6

cloakroom to see them on display!
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We would like to thank
all of the children for

their respect and
dedication in creating

such beautiful
Remembrance Day

displays and for
sharing stories and

poems in the
assembly.
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Reception had a fantastic day with Sam’s Safari!
They got to meet a tortoise, a snake, a rabbit, a

hedgehog and a duck! They also learn where all
of these animals can be found in the world! 


